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Abstract

The Core Product Model (CPM) was developed at NIST as a high level abstraction for representing product related
information, to support data exchange, in a distributive and a collaborative environment. In this paper, we extend
the CPM to components with continuously varying material properties. Such components are becoming increasing
important and popular due to progress in design, analysis and manufacturing techniques.

The key enabling concept for modeling continuously varying material properties is that of distance fields asso-
ciated with a set ofmaterial features, where values and rates of material properties are specified.Material fields,
representing distribution of material properties within a component, are usually expressed as functions of distances to
material features, and are controlled with a variety of differential, integral or algebraic constraints. Our formulation
is independent of any particular platform or representation, and applies to most proposed techniques for represent-
ing continuously varying material properties. The proposed model is described using system independent Unified
Modeling Language (UML) and is illustrated through a number of specific examples.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Product development is increasingly being performed by geographically and temporally distributed teams with a high
level of outsourcing of many phases of the product development process. As the complexity of products increases fur-
ther, product development becomes even more distributed. Newer tools will be needed to address a broader spectrum
of product development activities than do traditional Computer Aided Design and Engineering (CAD/CAE) systems.
Next-generation tools will require representation capabilities that allow all information used or generated in the vari-
ous product development activities to be transmitted to other related activities by way of direct electronic interchange.
Furthermore, product development across interrelated companies, and even within a single company, will almost in-
variably take place within a heterogeneous software environment. As a result, there is a greater need for the support of
the formal representation, capture, and exchange of the entire range of information generated and used in the product
development process, not just the representation of the product resulting from the completion of the design process.

The ability to effectively and formally capture additional types of information will become a critical issue. NIST
has continued work on product representations and interchange standards supporting the entire lifecycle of a prod-
uct, from conceptualization to disposal, besides capturing all the information relevant to design and manufacturing
processes. The key component of the NIST conceptual product information modeling framework is the Core Product
Model (CPM). CPM is a base-level product model that is open, non-proprietary, generic, extensible, independent of
any one product development process. It is capable of capturing the full engineering context commonly shared in the
product’s lifecycle. Design related information, such as geometry and material, and functional information, such as
behavior specification, are the main components of CPM. Discretely varying material composition can be represented
in CPM as a collection of quasi-disjoint regions with constant material attached to each of the regions.

Recently, components withcontinuouslyvarying material properties have become frequent in product model-
ing – largely due to emerging techniques in design of functionally graded materials and solid free-form fabrication
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techniques that allow local material composition control. Powerful analysis and shape optimization methods (e.g.,
homogenization [2]) are available now for generating parts with variable material properties. Numerous advantages
of components withheterogeneouslyand anisotropicallyvarying materials are well documented [23, 10, 44], in-
cluding weight reduction, improved structural and other mechanical properties, promise of embedded sensors, and
substantially improved motion and deformation control. Applications of heterogeneous materials range from aircraft
structures to medical products. For example, implants (prosthetic hip, dental) are usually designed to have superior
wear resistance, superior bonding with bones, maximum strength, and biocompatibility. In this report, we extend CPM
to represent such components with continuously varying material properties.

1.2 Concepts in heterogeneous modeling

Figure 1(a) presents a typical example of material modeling, which was discussed in [10]. The solid object is par-
titioned into a diamond cutter (chip) and a shank that is manufactured from functionally graded composition of SiC
and diamond. To control the composition, the shank is subdivided into three parts: a block region with 100% SiC,
a prismatic region with 80% SiC and 20% diamond, and the transition region between them where the composition
is a gradual blend of the two materials. Ideally, the blend should be smooth and may satisfy additional constraints
prescribed by the designer or constrained by the manufacturing process. Figure 1(b) shows an interpolation between
the respective fractions of the two materials that vary linearly with the distance between the two regions and add up to
1 at every point of the solid. In general terms the material modeling problem may be defined as the following: given
a geometric representation of solid and/or a collection ofmaterial featureswith known material properties, construct
one or morematerial fields, subject to some givenconstraints(design, manufacturing, etc.) Each material field repre-
sents some material property that varies, usually continuously, from point to point throughout the space, including the
boundary and the interior of the solid. Three material features are identifiable in the above example: the diamond chip
and the two solid subsets of the shank where material properties are known. Two material fields are required to be con-
structed (one for SiC and another one for diamond), subjected to the following constraints: continuous interpolation
of the material fractions specified on each of the features, fractions must add to 1 at all points, and the rate of change
of material is linear in the distance from each feature. In a more general case, material features can be pointsets of any
dimension, shape, or topology; they may or may not be subsets of a solid object, but provide convenient means for
defining material distribution throughout the solid [43]. The material distributions may be given as known continuous
functionsF (x, y, z) that are subjected to algebraic, differential, integral and/or interpolation constraints.

1.3 Outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the NIST efforts on product modeling
along with a description of the CPM, and briefly review material representation techniques. Section 3 contains the
main contribution of this paper, an extension of the CPM for representing material heterogeneity [6]. In order to
support data exchange between various existing modeling and manufacturing systems, the presented model includes
most existing techniques for representing material heterogeneity. Applications of the corresponding UML model are
explained with examples in Section 4, followed by summary and conclusions in Section 5.

2 Previous work

2.1 ISO background

The exchange of product, part and assembly information between heterogeneous modeling systems is critical for
collaborative design and manufacturing. Interchange standards for product geometry are in wide use. Perhaps the
most widely used product interchange standard is ISO 10303, informally known as STEP (Standard for the Exchange
of Product model data) [13, 24]. NIST has been active in the development of STEP, and served as the secretariat of the
ISO Technical committee that developed it. STEP is a mature and widely used standard for the exchange of product
data after that product has been designed. In practice, STEP can only be invoked late in the product development
process, after all design decisions have been made and when the product is ready to be purchased, manufactured
or assembled. Thus, STEP is used for the exchange of information that is the outcome of design activities, rather
than for the information produced and used through the development of the design. STEP provides no support for
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Figure 1: A typical material modeling problem requires construction of material property functions that interpolate
known material features subject to specified constraints and physical laws. Plots in (b) correspond to the midsection
of the cutter shown in (a).

design evolution in the early phases of design, when descriptive information is sparse, or for ready attachment of
various forms of knowledge rather than pure data.A recently proposed (but not implemented) addition of ISO 10303-
239:2005, ”Product Life Cycle Support,” informally known as PLCS, intends to support a broad range of information
about the product, its assembly, configuration change, requirements, predicted and observed states, planning activities,
product and activity history. For the actual product representation, this standard depends on AP 239 (Application
Protocol for ” Product life cycle support”), for geometry and on a very limited material representation uncoupled from
geometry. There is no concept of function or form: requirements are directly ”allocated” or linked to components, as
is the representation of predicted and observed states of the product.

NIST has continued work on product representations and interchange standards, supporting the entire lifecycle of a
product from conceptualization to disposal, and capturing all the information relevant to the design and manufacturing
processes. The conceptual product information modeling framework under development at NIST has the following key
attributes: (1) it is based on formal semantics, and will eventually be supported by an appropriate ontology to permit
automated reasoning; (2) it is generic: it deals with conceptual entities such as artifacts and features, and not specific
artifacts; (3) it is to serve as a repository of a rich variety of information about products, including aspects of product
description that are not currently incorporated; (4) it is intended to foster the development of novel applications and
processes that were not feasible in less information-rich environments; (5) it incorporates the explicit representation of
design rationale, considered to be as important as that of the product description itself; and (6) it supports provisions
for converting and/or interfacing the generic representation schemes with a production-level interoperability frame-
work. The conceptual product information model is designed so that implementations of it can: (1) provide a generic
repository of all product information at all stages of the design process; (2) serve all product description information to
a PLM system and its subsidiary systems using a single, uniform information exchange protocol; and (3) support direct
interoperability among CAD, CAE, CAM and other interrelated systems where high bandwidth, seamless information
interchange is needed.
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2.2 Core Product Model

The Core Product Model (CPM) is a base-level product model that is open, non-proprietary, generic, extensible,
independent of any product development process, and capable of capturing the full engineering context commonly
shared in the product’s lifecycle. In describing the CPM, we use the notation and class diagrams of the Unified
Modeling Language (UML)[6] and we also use bold face font for UML classes in this paper. Figure 2 shows the UML
model of the CPM, which was introduced in [9]. Refer to appendix for the UML notation used in this paper.
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Figure 2: Base-Level Core Product Model (CPM)

All entities in the CPM are specializations of the abstract classCommonCoreObject. ClassesCoreEntity , Core-
Property, Behavior andSpecificationspecialize the classCommonCoreObject. The abstract classCoreEntity is
further specialized into classesArtifact andFeature, and the other abstract classCoreProperty is specialized into
Function, Form, Geometry, andMaterial . Artifact is the aggregation ofFunction, Form, andBehavior. Form in
turn is the aggregation ofGeometryandMaterial . In addition, anArtifact has aSpecificationand is an aggregation
of Features. Feature represents any information in theArtifact that is an aggregation ofFunction andForm. Ar-
tifact , Feature, Function, Form, Geometry andMaterial are each aggregates of their own containment hierarchies
(part-of relationships).

Semantically,Artifact represents a distinct entity in a product, whether that entity is the entire product, one of its
subsystems, parts or components.Function represents what the artifact is intended to do. The distinct representation
of Function renders the CPM capable of supporting functional reasoning in the absence of any information on the
artifact’s form, thus providing support for the conceptual phases of product design.

Form may be viewed as the proposed design solution to the problem specified by the function and consists of the
artifact’sGeometry (shape and structure may be synonymous to geometry in some contexts) andMaterial . Behavior
represents how the artifact’s form implements its function; one or more causal models, such as Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) or Computational Fluid Mechanics (CFM) models, may be used to evaluate it. Cost, manufacturability, dura-
bility, etc., are examples of other behavioral models that may be incorporated. As stated above concerning function,
this extended representation of behavior renders the CPM capable of supporting behavioral reasoning at all stages of
the product’s lifecycle.Feature represents a subset of the form that has some function assigned to it. CPM does not
treat pure form elements as features, nor does it support the independent behavior of features.

2.3 Heterogeneous Modeling

The need for developing an information model of material properties, for the purpose of data transfer, was explained
[27, 28]. In [25], a data model for representing material heterogeneity and composition specifically for layered man-
ufacturing was introduced. A comparative study on various material modeling techniques can be found in [27].
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Most existing material modeling techniques rely implicitly or explicitly on distances to construct material fields
[8, 43, 22, 15, 4]. The capabilities of manufacturing processes are also commonly described by their ability to modify
material as functions of distance (determined either analytically or experimentally) [23, 11]. As a result, most material
modeling applications may be reformulated in a terms ofdistance fields[4], which serve as convenient and intuitive
parameters for specifying variation in material properties. Informally, a distance field for a given setS (geometry of a
material feature) is defined by associating with every pointp in the space a value that is equal to the shortest distance
from p to S. The specific metric, used to measure the distance, depends on the space in whichS is embedded, and
the particular material modeling application. The Euclidean metric is the most widely used metric in engineering
applications.

The above observations on distance fields lead to a unified and computationally convenient representational frame-
work for continuously varying material properties [4]. Broadly, modeling of such properties involves three steps:

1. specifying values and rates of change in material fields at material features;

2. extending the specified values and rates with distance fields away from the feature; and

3. combining all specified functions with or without constraints.

Major differences between various representation methods may be studied in terms of how distance fields are repre-
sented, and how specified values and rates of changes at multiple features are combined, with or without constraints
to construct global material fields [7, 43, 26, 29, 22, 15, 20, 19, 4].

The UML model of the CPM extension, proposed below, unifies all such representations into two broad categories:
unevaluated and evaluated models of the material fields. This approach is based on recognition that in many ways
heterogeneous material modeling is a generalization of classical solid (homogeneous) modeling. Solid modeling
representations may be also classified into evaluated (usually combinatorial) representations, and unevaluated (usually
implicit) representations [40]. A popular unevaluated representation is Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), and the
widely used evaluated representations include boundary representations and volumetric meshes [31]. It is reasonable
to expect that heterogeneous material models must subsume and generalize such representations, and this view is
reflected in the proposed UML extension of the CPM.

3 UML representation

3.1 Overview of material function construction

Generally speaking, a material fieldF (x) can be written in terms of two components [4, 36]:

F = P + R, (1)

whereP is the explicit component satisfying the specified conditions atall featuresSi, andR is a remainder term
that satisfies specified constraints within the solid. The material fieldF can be constructed with either one of the
componentsP or R separately, or as a combination of the two. Depending on material fields, theP andR components
themselves may be scalar, vector or tensor. Vector- and tensor- valued material fields consist of a finite number of scalar
components, with each scalar component constructed independently.

Figure 3 shows the classes of the CPM that are specialized to represent the material model. In this diagram,
the specialized classMaterialArtifact , which represents material models, is constructed with multiple instances of
the specialized classMaterialFeature (representing material features). The specialized classDistanceGeometry
represents distance fields of material features and the classHeterogeneousMaterialcorresponds to value and rates of
change specified at material features. The rest of the section contains a detailed description of the UML model with
figures. For clarity in explanation, classes of the CPM are shown in black, classes derived from the CPM in green, and
classes, which do not belong to the above two categories, are in red. Appendix 5 shows the complete UML model.

By definition, specified values and rates of changes ofP are known only at material features, and the fieldP is
constructed by extending these specified conditions using distance fields associated with the material features. In prin-
ciple, such specifications can be exact, at least until they are enforced computationally for a particular representation
scheme and/or machine precision. In contrast, the remainder termR can beevaluatedonly within certain computa-
tional accuracy. In order to separate the intrinsic properties of material specifications from (approximately) computed
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material distributions, we propose to distinguish between two types of representations of material field: unevaluated
and evaluated. The proposed material model consists of both of these two types of representation.

DistanceGeometry HeterogeneousMaterial

1 1

Artifact Feature

MaterialArtifact Form

Geometry Material

1

1

*

1

*

1

*

1

*

1 *

MaterialFeature

1

*

Figure 3: Classes of CPM are specialized to represent heterogeneous materials; and the derived classes are shown with
green color.

3.2 Material model

3.2.1 Unevaluated material model

Material fields in the unevaluated form can be represented with two ingredients: specified material fields at material
features, and global constraints on the material distribution. Figure 4, proposes the class diagram for the unevaluated
representation.

In the diagram, the classMaterialArtifact , which captures the material model, specializes the classArtifact of
CPM. The one to many relation betweenArtifact andFeatureclasses also signify a one to many relation betweenMa-
terialArtifact andMaterialFeature. At eachForm of classMaterialFeature, a material field is explicitly specified
as a function of distanceu to the geometry of a feature. There can be any number of instances ofMaterialFeature.
The classInfluenceParametersassociated to a material feature determines the influence with a feature at points away
from it, when multiple features are specified.MaterialArtifact has an aggregation relation to classConstraints;
which suggests that any number of constraint of differential, integral, and algebraic type can be specified on the mate-
rial distribution. In the UML diagram, the classesDifferential , Integral , andAlgebraic are designated for different
types of constraints, and these classes specialize the classConstraints.

Unevaluated material fields are theoretically exact, but sooner or later they must be evaluated. Hence, the descrip-
tion of allowable errors is an important part of the unevaluated material specification. The classApproximationPa-
rameters represents parameters used to specify the desired quality of approximation in evaluating the material field
from its unevaluated representation. The quality of evaluation is governed by two types of approximate computations:
(1) satisfying the specified conditions at the material feature (measured byError SpecifyFunction), and (2) enforcing
various global constraints (up toError Interpolation) [4, 29]. The specification does not prescribe use of a particular
numerical technique, but only the resulting quality of the evaluated representation. Theses errors can be measured with
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Figure 4: UML representation of unevaluated material model

different metrics, typically anLp norm, as specified byError Metric. Finally, since smoothness of material fields is
important in many applications, an unevaluated material specification must indicate the continuity classCk to which
the material field belongs using theNumberDifferentiableparameter. All four parameters,Error SpecifyFunction,
Error Interpolation, Error Metric, andNumberDifferentiableare included as attributes of the classApproximation-
Parameters.

The unevaluated representation is sufficient for constructing evaluated (instances of) material fields, as we describe
below. But unevaluated representations are also useful in their own right, for example in process planning, analysis,
and comparison of material fields.

3.2.2 Evaluated material model

The evaluated representation of the material model includes an unevaluated representation material fieldF , together
with specific instances of the material fields computed with the prescribed precision. Figure 5 shows the correspond-
ing UML model for capturing an evaluated material field. The classMaterialField corresponds to the evaluated
representation of material field, which is associated to the classMaterialArtifact . In the evaluated representation,
material fields are constructed in the classMaterialField with the two fully evaluated componentsP andR. Accord-
ingly, the classMaterialField , which specializes the classMaterialArtifact , has aggregate relation to two classes
Explicitly Def Field (for P ) andRemainder Term (for R).

For a single material feature, the functionP , represented by theExplicitly Def Field as shown in Figure 5, is
determined as a functionP (u) of distance fieldu. We will explain how these functions may be constructed in terms of
specified value and rates of changes indicated at the feature in section 3.3. In the case of multiple features, if explicitly
constructed functionsP i, i = 1 . . . n are known at all material featuresSi, they can be combined to construct a single
material fieldP (u1, u2, . . . , un) using one of many interpolation techniques. In a typical material modeling problem,
the featureSi can be of any shape and dimension, and the constructed functionP must be evaluated withP i of
every material featureSi. This type of interpolation is known as transfinite interpolation [37, 21, 12]. As with most
interpolation techniques, transfinite interpolation can be formulated as a convex combination ofP i as

P =
n∑

i=1

P i(p)Wi(p), i = 1, . . . , n, (2)

with each weight functionWi controlling the influence of the featureSi of the material field. In transfinite interpo-
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Figure 5: UML representation for evaluated material fields

lation, one of the most popular techniques for constructingWi is to employ inverse distance interpolation [37]. In
this case, weightsWi are inversely proportional to power of distance fieldu−k

i . For details on the formulation ofWi

and properties of the constructed functionP refer to [4, 37, 12]. Further control on the interpolation is possible by
scaling the inverse power termu−k

i with λi(ui), whereλi > 0 is the influence function[4, 21]. An attractive prop-
erty of inverse distance interpolation is that, once the distance fieldsui are constructed, no further approximations or
discretizations are needed. See [4] for additional details.

In principle, many other techniques can be employed to constructP [12], but virtually all such techniques in-
volve additional approximations and require some form of spatial discretization. In the UML model for evaluated
material fields, classesInverseDistanceInterpolationandOthers specializeExplicit Def Function to represent ma-
terial fields, constructed respectively with the inverse distance interpolation and other interpolation techniques. The
influence functionλ is part of the unevaluated material specification, and it is represented with the classInfluencePa-
rameters in Figure 3.

In the UML model, the classRemainder Term corresponds to the remainder termR that may be used to enforce,
or approximate additional global constrains on the material fieldF . Such constraints may come in a variety of forms,
including integral (e.g., bound on total material), differential (e.g., Laplacian smoothing), or algebraic (e.g. strict
positivity or approximating another known function). If no such constraints are present, representation of the remainder
termR = 0 is not required. When the remainder term is of orderk, it has a general form of

R = uk
n∑

i=1

Ciχi

whereu is the distance to the specified material features, and{χi}, i = 1, . . . ,m is a finite number of known basis
functions from some theoretically complete space, such as polynomials, B-splines, and others. This representation is
complete in the sense that it allows to represent any and all constraints on a material field [47]. Some popular choices of
basis functions are reflected in the Figure 5, where the classRemainder Term is specialized toPolynomial, B spline,
FEM , andRadialBasis.
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3.3 Extending specified values and rates of changes with distances

Above, we tacitly assumed that when material values and rates of changes are prescribed on a single material feature
Si, the explicitly evaluated material fieldP (ui) can be constructed as a function of distance to the feature. In this
section, we will explain how this may be accomplished and will introduce the UML model for explicitly specifying
functions at eachForm of aMaterialFeature. Figure 6 shows the corresponding UML diagram.

We have observed before that the distance field is the most widely accepted parameter for modeling material
properties. In an ideal modeling framework any material field can be constructed, controlled and represented with the
distance fieldui of a material featureSi. A systematic method to construct an explicitly defined material field may be
by specifying its value and rates of its change atSi [4], and extending these specified value with distance fieldui of
Si.

CoordinateSystem

Coeff_Of_CanonicalForm

TensorValuedVectorValuedScalarValued

HeterogeneousMaterial

1

*

Material

DistanceGeometry

1 1

1

*

Geometry

Figure 6: UML representation of explicitly specified functions at features.

Formally, in the usual Euclidean space, anyknownmaterial field may be put in canonical form by expanding it
in terms of powers of distances from the feature boundaries [4]. An explicitly specified componentP (ui) of a scalar
valued material field can also be represented at a pointp as:

P (ui) = F0 + F1ui +
1
2!

F2u
2
i +

n∑

k=2

1
k!

Fkuk
i , (3)

where the coefficientF0 is the value ofP (ui) at Si, and coefficientsFi are thei-th order derivatives in the direction
normal to the boundary∂Si. The distance canonical form, which is a generalization of classical Taylor series, is
explained in detail in [4, 36].

The distance canonical form also provides a method for systematic constructions of functionsP (ui) from the
indicated material values and rates of changes. The method is essentially a syntactic composition of known functions
into the canonical form. This technique for constructing material fields with the distance canonical form can be
extended to vector valued, and tensor valued functions, by treating individual components as scalar. In the UML model
in Figure 6, explicitly specified material fields are represented with the classHeterogeneousMaterial. The introduced
link between the classHeterogeneousMaterialand the classDistanceGeometryspecifies that the explicitly defined
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function is constructed with distance fields. The classCoeff Of CanonicalForm, which represents coefficients of
the distance canonical form, is related toHeterogeneousMaterialwith an aggregate relation. This aggregate relation
specifies that an explicitly defined function can be constructed with one or multiple coefficients of the canonical form.

The coefficientFi may be a constant, a function of positionp, or a combination of the two. The constructed
functionP (ui) assumes the same value asF0, and thek-th derivative ofP (ui) in the direction normal to the boundary
is equal toFk. For constantFks, straightforward substitution of coefficients in the equation (3) is sufficient. But when
coefficients themselves are functions of the coordinate ofp, a simple coordinate transformation:F ∗k ≡ Fk(p− u∇u)
is also required in (3). In the UML model, a dependency relation between the classCoeff Of CanonicalForm and
DistanceGeometrystates that coefficients of the distance canonical form depends on the distance function. All classes
Scalar, Vector, andTensor specializes the classCoeff Of CanonicalForm to represent different types of material
fields. Specified coefficients may depend on the classCoordinateSystem, which in turn represents the associate
coordinate system.

The distance canonical form (3) assumes that the underlying metric of the distance fieldui is Euclidean. Gener-
alization of the notion of distance, such as distance measured along a curve or over a surface may be useful in some
applications. In addition to the Euclidean metric, the Riemannian metric may be employed to measure distance on
surfaces. On a surface, the shortest distance between two points is measured along the geodesic, and can be used
in a suitable generalization of distance canonical form. The general strategy for constructing the material field, as a
combination of a explicitly specified functions with values and their rates of changes, remains the same and is captured
by the diagram in Figure 6.

3.4 Distance fields of material features

We observed that distance fields to material features are the key to material modeling. In principle, the distance field
is an intrinsic property of the feature geometry, and as such does not need to be specified or represented. However,
there are at least two reasons why distance fields themselves are required to be represented within CPM: (1) there are
different ways to measure distances, and (2) smooth approximations of distance fields are often used in place of the
exact distance fields. Below, we propose UML classes for specification and representation of such distance fields, to
be used as part of the material fields representation. Just like with material fields, the distance field may be specified
in an unevaluated form or represented as fully evaluated functions of spatial variables.

3.4.1 Specification of unevaluated distance fields

Figure 7 shows the proposed UML model for distance fields. The classDistanceGeometryrepresents the distance
field, which is a specialization of the classGeometry in the CPM. The underlying metric of the distance field is
represented with the classMetric . All classesEuclidean, Riemannian, andOthers specializeMetric to represent
the corresponding Euclidean, Riemannian and user-defined methods for measure of distances. In general, any user-
defined real valued function satisfying the well known properties [17] of a metric can be employed to construct distance
fields. A metric for the distance field is usually selected based on the material property to be modelled.

The classApprox Dist Field has an association relation to the classDistanceGeometryin order to capture ap-
proximate distance fields. Approximate distance fields can be characterized with properties of normalization (Or-
der Normalization) [3], smoothness (NumberDifferentiable), and deviation from exact distance functions (Error Distance).
These three parameters characterize approximation of the distance field locally (near the material feature) and globally.

The distance canonical form of the material field relies on the values and derivatives of the distance field in the
direction normal to the boundary at all points of the material features. An approximate distance field may be used in
place of the exact distance field, assuming that the two agree on the firstm derivatives. Formally, we say that a field
is normalized to them−th order to indicate that the field takes on zero values on the setS, its first partial derivative
in the direction normal to the boundary∂S is 1, and all other derivatives up to orderm are zero. The concept of
normalization may also be extended to situations, where the normal direction may not be unique. (See [3] for more
details.)

The smoothness of approximate distance fields can be characterized by the number of times functions are differ-
entiable at points away from the zero sets. Note that exact distance fields are not differentiable at the points that are
equidistant from material features. A smooth and normalized approximate distance field may substantially deviate
from the exact distance field at points away from the boundary. Bounds on such deviations may be specified in terms
of Error Metric to measureError Distanceas shown in the diagram.
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Figure 7: UML representation of the distance field

3.4.2 Evaluated distance fields

In the evaluated representation, the distance field of a material featureS is represented with a scalar valued function
u. There may be many reasons for including evaluated representation of the distance fields in a material model. First,
though the concept of distance field is well defined, computation of distance fields can be expensive for material
features, particularly when they are represented using complex curves and surfaces. Furthermore, different systems
may rely on substantially different approximations of distance fields, even if their normalization properties and error
measures are similar. Figure 8 depicts a UML diagram for an evaluated distance field. In the UML model, the
classDistanceField representing an evaluated distance field is associated to the classDistanceGeometry. Various
techniques are available for representing evaluated distance fields [3]. ClassesConstructive, Approximated and
PotentialFunction all specialize the classDistanceField, and correspond to different methods of constructing and
representing distance fields.

In Constructive, the distance field of any setS is constructed from the distance functions of its primitive sets.
These primitives are obtained from well-formed CSG expressions and the boundary representation [32, 39] ofS
[41, 3]. Representation techniques in this category rely on R-functions [35, 39], Ricci functions [32] and Blending
functions [34, 33]. Distance fields constructed withR-functions are exactly zero atS, can be as smooth as required,
and are normalized up to a specific order [3]. The other two techniques, Ricci functions and Blending functions, are
suitable for constructing distance fields of blends.

An approximation of the distance field can be constructed by interpolating a sampled distance field of a feature
with basis functions such as polynomials, B-splines, radial basis, or other convenient basis functions [30, 14, 38,
46]. In Figure 8, the classApproximated represents distance fields which are obtained by interpolation. All classes
RadialBasis, FEM , andB Spline specialize the classApproximated to represent distance fields with various types
of basis functions. The constructed function can be normalized in two ways: by introducing suitable constraints
in the interpolation process or by applying the recursive transformation for constructing normalized functions [3].
Standard approximation methods allow control of the distance field’s error,Error Distance. Representation with
sampled distance can be generalized to represent geodesic distance of Riemannian metrics on surfaces [18].

Another promising method for approximating distance fields relies on the observation that the reciprocal of a
distance field to a setS may be approximated by a potential function (classPotentialFunction) as

f(x) =
∫

S

1
r(x)n

dS, (4)

wherer(x) measures the distance from pointx to dS [1]. As n increases, the influence of points ofS decreases with
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1
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Figure 8: UML representation of the evaluated distance field

the increase in distance fromS, giving a measure of distance asn → ∞. In addition to 1
r(x)n , a number of other

kernels, such as Gaussian, Cauchy, and polynomials can be employed [5, 42]. Potential and convolution fields share
many attractive properties. The integral formulation may be convenient for parametric curves and surfaces and may
result in closed form representations for some simple sets such as line segments and circular arcs [42]. Differential
properties of the constructed functionsf(x) depend on the selected kernels. For example, fields constructed with
polynomials and exponential kernels are flat on the boundary (that is, the first derivative normal toS vanishes).

4 Uses and examples

We demonstrate the proposed UML model for representing material heterogeneity using three examples from diverse
application areas. The first example involves a material model of graded refractive index constructed with a single
feature. The second example is from tissue engineering, which relies on multiple material features. Finally, the last
example is a heterogeneous turbine blade constructed with multiple material features, and additional constraints. In
each case, we describe the material model and show how it may be represented in terms of the proposed UML model.

4.1 Y-shaped solid with GRIN

The three-dimensional example in Figure 9, shows a parabolic distribution of the graded refractive index (GRIN)
within the Y-shaped solid. Many applications of GRIN are found in optical fibers for communication and precision
lenses for microoptics [23, 16]. In Figure 9, the material feature is the Y-shaped, one-dimensional skeleton constructed
as the union of three axes of the cylinders. Expressed in the distance canonical form (3), the refractive index inside
the solid is prescribed to vary as(0.02 + 0.0u− 50u2), whereu is the distance field of the feature. That ensures that
the value of the refractive index will be equal to .02 at the feature and the second order rate of change in the direction
normal to the boundary is -50. Here the material fieldF is constructed only with the explicit componentP . Figure
9(a) shows the resulting distribution of refractive index constructed with a distance field normalized up to the order 12.
Figure 9(b) shows a magnified planar section of the distribution, which is almost as uniform as with the exact distance
field, but is also smooth everywhere including the points that are equidistant from the axes of the material feature.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Refractive index distribution of a radial GRIN Y-branching waveguide for optical communications. (a)
Distribution(0.02−50u2) is specified explicitly for the Y-shaped one-dimensional skeleton. (b) Magnified distribution
plotted as a surface over a 2D section: analytic everywhere away from the feature, including the points on bisectors
where the exact distance field would not be differentiable.

MArt_Index:
MaterialArtifact

Feature_Index:
MaterialFeature

Form_Index:
Form

Geom_Index:
DistanceGeometry

Dist_Index:
Constructive

H_Mat_Index:
HeterogeneousMaterial

ADF_Index:
Approx_Dist_Para

Metric_Index:
Euclidean

D1_Index:
ScalarValued

F =01

Val_Index:
ScalarValued

F =.020

D2_Index:
ScalarValued

F =-502

Artifact Feature

Feature

Order_Normalization 12
Number_Diiferentiable 2

Geometry

Material

Figure 10: Object diagram representing a material field constructed with values specified at a single feature in the
refractive index modeling example.
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Figure 10 shows the object diagram of the material model in Figure 9 representing the distribution of refractive
index. In the object diagram, objectMArt Indexis an instance ofMaterialArtifact . The objectMArt Indexhas a link
to the objectFeatureIndexrepresenting a single instance of classMaterialFeature. As the material field is constructed
with a single feature and no additional constraint was specified, the material model does not involve any evaluated
representation.FeatureIndexhas a link to the objectForm Indexof classForm. TheGeomIndexobject, which is an
instance of classDistanceGeomtry, represents specified geometry and an unevaluated distance field. The geometric
representation of the feature, containing parameters such as lengths and split angles, is stored in the objectGeomIndex.
The objectADF Index, which is linked to the objectGeomIndex, contains specified parameters for characterization
of the approximate distance field: order of normalization (Order Normalization=12), and the order of differentiability
(NumberDifferentiable=2). The objectDist Indexrepresents the approximate distance field of the Y-shaped feature
constructed by joining the distance fields of three line segments with the constructive technique (R-functions method),
that was mentioned in the previous section. With the specified scalar valued coefficients of distance canonical form,
the material field is constructed in objectH Mat Index, which is an instance of classHeterogeneousMaterial. Object
H Mat Index is linked to objectsVal Index, D1 Index, andD2 Index, which are instances of classScalarValued.
ObjectVal Index, D1 Index, andD2 Indexcorrespond to coefficientsF0, F1, andF2 of distance canonical form and
the values specified at the three objects are0.02, 0, and−50 respectively.

4.2 Tissue modeling

In tissue engineering, a computer model of a tissue for an implant is constructed to create a biologically inspired
design that might accelerate wound healing. For example, in Figure 11(a), a segment of human skull is modeled
with spatial pattern of two growth factors and the density of fibrin [48]. The dimension independent density factor
of fibrin typically decreases smoothly with distance, from1.0 at the outer surface of the skull to0.1 at the inner
surface. Figure 11 shows the two features involved in the construction and the constructed density distribution within
a piece of the skull. The material fieldF for the skull tissue is constructed only with the explicit componentP . The
outer and inner surfaces of skull were treated as two separate material features with fibrin density values1.00 and
0.1 respectively. At the outer feature an influence parametere(−100u) was specified to diminish the influence of the
outer feature away from it. Inverse distance interpolation between the two features with two distance functions results
in a smooth density distribution of fibrin between the two features. As no additional constraint was specified on the
distribution, no instance of the classRemainder Term was necessary in the object diagram.

Outer surface

Inner surface

(a) (b)

Figure 11: (a) Distribution of the density of fibrin in human skull can be modeled with the outer and the inner surface
as two features. (b) shows the distribution of density within a piece of a skull.

Object diagrams of this model are shown in the Figures 12 and 13. ObjectMArt Tissueis an instance of class
MaterialArtifact , which is linked to objectsOut TissueandIn Tissue, which are in turn instances of the classMateri-
alFeature. Requirements of the material fields are that the allowable error in specifying valuesError SpecifyFunction
at features is equal to 0 and the field is required to be twice differentiable. The object diagram also introduces an
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evaluated representation of material field andMf Tissue, which captures the evaluated representation of the material
model. The objectMArt Tissueis linked to the objectMf Tissueand the objectMf Tissuein turn is linked to the object
InvDistInter Tissue, an instance of the classInverseDistanceInterpolation. In the objectInvDistInter Tissue, values
specified at two features are combined in order to construct the explicit component of material field.

MArt_Tissue:
MaterialArtifact

Out_Tissue:
MaterialFeatureArtifact Feature

In_Tissue:
MaterialFeature

Artifact Feature

Approx_Tissue:
ApproximationParameters

Error_SpecifyFunction=0.0

Error_Metric=L
Number_Differentiable=2.0

2

Mf_Tissue:
MaterialField

InvDistInter_Tissue:
InverseDistanceInterpolation

Figure 12: Object diagram representing material field constructed with value and rates specified at two features in the
tissue modeling example.

Figures 13 (a) and (b) show objects associated with the two features. In this case, exact distance fields were
used to construct the density distribution because they do not introduce any discontinuity within the modeled tis-
sue.In GeomTissue, an instance of the classDistanceGeometry, captures geometry and unevaluated distance field.
The value specified at the featureIn Tissueis .1 and it is represented with the objectIn Val Tissue. At the feature
Out Tissue, influence functione−100u is specified with the objectOut InfluenceTissue. The exact distance function
of the feature is represented with the objectOut GeomTissue, which is again an instance of classDistanceGeometry.
The specified value 1 is captured in objectOut val Tissue, which is linked to the objectOut H Mat Tissue.

4.3 Turbine blade

Figure 14 shows a 2D sectional view of a heterogeneous turbine blade and the constructed distribution of thermal
conductivity within it [45]. The heterogeneous turbine blade has a coating of relatively higher conductive ceramic
and a titanium insert of low conductivity but of higher strength. The rest of the material is made of smoothly graded
heterogeneous material. Two material features employed in modeling the conductivity are: the outer surface and the
insert, as shown in Figure 14(a). The values of material fieldF specified at the outer feature and the insert are 150
and 7 respectively, and influence parameterλo = eu is specified at the outer feature to reduce the influence of the
outer surface at points away from it. Apart from the specified values and influence parameter, a differential constraint
requiring to minimize∇F was specified to obtain a smooth distribution of conductivity. In this case, the material field
F for the turbine blade is constructed with an explicit componentP and the remainder termR. The explicit component
P is constructed by interpolating the specified material values at the two features with inverse distance interpolation.
The remainder termR, which enforces the prescribed differential constraint onF , is evaluated numerically on a
non-conforming grid of B-splines. Figure 14(b) shows the conductivityF obtained by combining the two terms.

The object diagrams in Figure 15 and Figure 16 capture the above construction of the conductivity distribution
within the turbine blade. The objectMArt Turbinecorresponds to the classMaterialArtifact in the CPM. As the
material field is constructed with two material features, objectMArt Turbinehas links to the two instances of class
MaterialFeature, Out FeatureTurbineandIn FeatureTurbine. Apart from the conditions on two features a differen-
tial constraint minimizing∇F was also specified on the material distribution. The objectConstrTurbine, an instance
of classDifferential , corresponds to the specified differential constraint and it is linked to the objectMArt Turbine.
The specified differential constraint is required to be evaluated numerically. The objectApproxTurbinewhich is an
instance of classApproximationParameters has all the approximation parameters required to evaluate the material
field from the unevaluated representation. The material field is evaluated in objectMF Turbine; the explicit component
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100-
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Figure 13: Diagrams (a) and (b) show objects associated to the featurein Tissueandout Tissuerespectively for the
tissue modeling example.

(a) (b)

Figure 14: (a) Sectional view of a heterogeneous turbine blade consisting of two features. Plot in (b) corresponds to
the distribution of material conductivity obtained by interpolation with differential constraint.
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is captured in the objectInterpol Turbineand the remainder term is captured with the objectRemainderTurbine. In
objectInterpol Turbine, values specified at features are combined with inverse distance interpolation. Inverse distance
interpolation guarantees that values specified at features will be satisfied exactly. The remainder term is represented
with bicubic B-splines defined over a60× 60 grid. Figure 16 shows geometry and values specified at the two features
Out FeatureTurbineand In FeatureTurbine. The approximate distance field ofIn FeatureTurbine is captured by
the objectIn Dist Turbineand the field is represented with the constructive technique,R-functions methods. The
distance field of this feature is normalized to the order2 and is smooth up to the same order. The objectIn Val Turbine
represents the scalar value specified at the featureIn FeatureTurbineand the specified value is 7. Similarly, distance
field of featureOut FeatureTurbine is also constructed with the constructive technique, and it is also smooth and
normalized to the second order. This distance field of this feature is represented in the objectOut Dist Turbine. The
scalar value specified at the feature is 150 and it is captured with the objectOut Val Turbine.

MArt_Turbine:
MaterialArtifact

Out_Feature_Turbine:
MaterialFeature

Artif
act

Feature

In_Feature_Turbine:
MaterialFeature

Artifact Feature

Approx_Turbine:
ApproximationParameters

Error_SpecifyFunction=0.0

Error_Metric=L
Number_Differentiable=2.0

2

Constr_Turbine:
Differential

)( FÑ

Interpol_Turbine:
InverseDistanceInterpolation

MF_Turbine:
MaterialField

Remainder_Turbine:
B-Spline

Minimize

Figure 15: Objects associated to the instance ofMaterialArtifact class for the turbine blade example, introduced in
the Figure 14.

5 Conclusions

The proposed UML extension of CPM to include heterogeneous material modeling is complete in the sense that
it applies to any and all types of material fields [4]. In this report, we fleshed out the details of representing typical
scalar-valued material properties. Extensions to vector- and tensor-valued material properties, anisotropy, and periodic
structures are relatively straightforward. For example, the proposed technique is used in [4] to model multi-material
composition, such as used for free-form fabrication, under the constraint that the volume fractions must add to unity.
The critical feature of the proposed model is that it subsumes most proposed methods for modeling continuously
varying material properties, including those using finite-element methods, triangulations, implicit functions, distances,
meshless, and meshfree representations.

The current model was developed to support material model construction, material related queries, data transfer,
and model comparison. The construction process is relatively straightforward, involving the definition of material
features, and choosing properties for distance fields, influence coefficients, constraints, and basis functions. Material
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Figure 16: Objects associated to the two material features (a)In Featureand (b)Out Featurefor the turbine blade
example.
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queries are supported through the usual geometric queries (specifically, point and set membership classification) fol-
lowed by evaluation of the constructed material properties over the indicated set of points. Data transfer is supported in
both unevaluated and fully evaluated form, and model comparison reduces to comparison of the objects in individual
material models. Comparison of unevaluated models reduces to comparison of the specified parameters; comparison
of fully evaluated fields reduces to classical problems of field comparison. A fully evaluated field may be compared
with an unevaluated specification via appropriate field construction and/or evaluation procedures as described in this
report. Of course, data transfer and comparison of fields assume the ability to perform these tasks for individual classes
in the CPM model, and for all geometric models in particular.

Appendix

Class

1

*

A is a description of a set of object that share
the same attributes, operations, relationships, and
semantics.

class

An is a special kind of link (association),
representing a structural relationship between a whole and
its parts.

aggregation

A is a semantic relationship between two
things in which a change to one thing (the independent
thing) may affect the semantics of the other thing (the
dependent thing).

dependency

Object

A is a connection among objects.link

An is an  instance of a class.object

*/(1...n)

*/(1...n)

Link

Object

An is a structural relationship that describes a
set of links among classes.

association

Association

Aggregation

Dependency

A is a specialization/generalization relationship
in which objects of the specialized element (the child) are
substitutable for objects the generalized element.

generalization

Generalization

Class Name

Figure 17: UML notations, which are used in this paper.
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Figure 18: UML representation of the proposed material model.
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